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Readers,
The writers and staﬀ of the Trail are thrilled to be back
for the 2014‐2015 school year. As the weather gets cooler
and midterms approach, we hope you’ll enjoy reading about
topics like the recent NYC climate march and New Jersey’s
new policy on ivory. As always, we’d like to thank you for
your kind words and con nued support.
Happy Trails!
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Radiation Risks in Flights
By Tami Segal
On September 3rd, JAMA Dermatology published a paper by Dr. Susana Or z‐Urda, a
co‐director of the UCSF Melanoma Center at the University of California, San Francisco, ci ng
a higher risk of melanoma— the most dangerous type of skin cancer and leading cause of
death from skin disease— for airline pilots and cabin crew members. While the reason
remains unclear, it is hypothesized to be caused by radia on exposure.
The Occupa onal Safety and Health Administra on, OSHA, and the Centers for Disease
Control and Preven on, CDCP, have a flight crew research program underway to see if health
eﬀects such as: menstrual func on, pregnancy outcome, infer lity, cancer, respiratory
symptoms, job stress, physical demands and overall mortality have been impacted by the
various environmental issues found in airplane cabins. One issue established includes the
“poten al exposure to cosmic ionizing radia on”, which is the leading cons tuent for Or z‐
Urda’s finding.
Ionizing radia on,— a type of energy released by atoms in the form of electromagne c
waves or par cles— can be exposed by both natural (soil, water, and vegeta on) and man‐
made sources (x‐rays and medical devices). Cosmic ionizing radia on, however, originates in
outer space and enters Earth’s atmosphere as these par cles and electromagne c waves.
The amount of background radia on, which is the yearly dose of both cosmic and terrestrial
radia on a person gets, varies in eleva on, atmospheric condi ons, and other factors. For
flight crews who fly in the stratosphere this means a doubled concentra on of cosmic and
ultraviolet radia on.
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OSHA and the CDCP’s research, while s ll underway, will need to take measures to
reduce the adverse health eﬀects if in concurrence with Or z‐Urda’s paper. To ensure proper
working condi ons and environments for flight crew members, Or z‐Urda specifies to make
airplane windows more resistant to UV rays by using plas c instead of glass; she notes glass
windows are more suscep ble to UV‐A, which is a type of ultraviolet radia on that has been
linked to the development of melanoma . While all UV rays are a major risk factor for
melanoma, some of Or z‐Urda’s peers ques on whether airline crews truly get their extra
dose of UV radia on from the actual flights. “Eero Pukkala, a Finnish researcher who studies
the risks facing people who work in airplanes, said other factors may be the cause. He noted
that airline windows provide extensive protec on against the sun's skin‐damaging rays.
Pukkala suggested that more frequent travel to sunny climates and sun‐tanning by pilots and
cabin crew members could explain the higher risk.” But Or z‐Urda disagrees; there have
been studies done comparing the leisure ac vi es of the general public to flight crews, and
no significant diﬀerences were perceived.
While OSHA and the CDCP’s research will con nue, many countries are beginning to
train airline crewmembers as if they worked in direct contact to radioac ve material. The
United States however, simply provides guidelines and men ons that pregnant airline crew
members should no fy their superiors as soon as possible. NASA too, is partaking in
preventa ve measures by implemen ng a space monitoring system that will no fy airlines
when there are par cularly strong rays. As ac ons are being placed, it is important to note
the great variety organiza ons that come together when health is concerned that hopefully
translate in our restoring the basic components of a healthy environment.

Sources
h p://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/flightcrew/
h p://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs371/en/
h p://www.nrc.gov/reading‐rm/basic‐ref/glossary/cosmic‐radia on.html
h p://archderm.jamanetwork.com/ar cle.aspx?ar cleid=1899248
h p://www.cbsnews.com/news/pilots‐flight‐crews‐face‐higher‐risk‐of‐skin‐cancer/
h p://news.wjct.org/post/cosmic‐rays‐sound‐scary‐radia on‐risk‐flight‐small
Image Sources:
Cnn.com, nrc.gov
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Dreadnoughtus—The Biggest
Land Creature Ever!

By Chris Wilkinson
What is taller than the Cook Oﬃce Building and longer than an Olympic swimming pool? If
you guessed “Dreadnoughtus, the largest land‐based animal ever discovered”, then
congratula ons—you are as big of a dino‐nerd as I am. This massive dinosaur was so big that
excava ng the monster took a period of four years. Archeologists were able to es mate from the
skeleton that during its me of existence, the tan weighed in at 65 tons and measured 85 feet from
nose to tail, making it far and beyond the largest land based organism to ever have roamed the
earth and almost twice as large as the be er‐known Brachiosaurus. It is an incredible find for
archaeologists (and dino‐enthusiasts such as myself), but it is not just because of the nature of the
find.
Discovered in Argen na’s southwestern Patagonia, Dreadnoughtus is unique in its
completeness—more than 70% of the mammoth’s skeleton was found intact, notably more than the
typical 10% of its brethren. Due to the completeness of significant bones—including the humerus
and femur—the scien sts were able to determine the animal’s mass and growth poten al. The key
word in that sentence, which should be causing you to recoil in your seat slightly, would be
“poten al,”—as in this 85 feet long, two story tall monster was not fully grown. It is diﬃcult to tell
what the maximum size of this skyscraper could have been, but odds are it would make Stephen
Spielberg weep at the missed opportuni es.
Back to Index
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The scien fic name, Dreadnoughtus schrani, has a first name that breaks down into “fear
nothing”. This is likely, in my opinion, the most accurate binomial nomenclature known to science,
as it’s hard to picture anything challenging a monstrosity that could have accidentally crushed you
without no cing or par cularly caring.
Although it may have been an herbivore in
an ecosystem that resembles a more brutal
Godzilla movie, you’re likely to be
aggressive no ma er what your thoughts on
ea ng your best friend are. Apatosauri,
cousins to the new family of Titanosaurs
that Dreadnoughtus belongs to, have been
projected to have tails that released nearly
2,000 mes more energy than a bull whip
when cracked, and could easily deafen
nearby organisms with its 200 decibel
boom. Assuming these were not merely for
show, it’s likely that having larger tails was a
necessary defense against the extremely
well‐armed carnivores that viewed
everything and anything as giant meat
sacks.
Dreadnoughtus paints a picture of an increasingly astounding ecosystem that existed
before we were even a concept. It’s thought‐provoking to think of the evolu onary circumstances
that would favor such massive features, and really shows how diﬀerent the environment was back
then. It also shows how not at all welcome we would have been back then, and perhaps it’s for best
that there’s a comfortable buﬀer of a couple dozen million years between us. Archaeologists have a
special place in all of our hearts as the people who made Jurassic Park possible (and also being
cu ng edge scien sts, but that’s probably a secondary honor), and their work adds to many fields
of environmental study—ecology, animal physiology, evolu on, and just about everything that
benefits from knowledge of biological history.
Sources:
http://www.jhunewsletter.com/2014/09/18/new-dinosaur-dreadnoughtus-found-in-argentina-43851/
http://www.cnn.com/2014/09/04/world/americas/dreadnoughtus-huge-dinosaur/
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/05/science/dinosaur-dreadnoughtus-discovery.html?_r=0
Image sources:
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“Remembering Martha: the
Passenger Pigeon, 100 Years
Later”
By James Duﬀy

Sometimes the most significant of events happens
not with a bang, but a fizzle. Such was the case when the
world’s last surviving passenger pigeon, a lonely female
named Martha, quietly expired in the Cincinnati Zoo on
September 1, 1914. Thus ended the existence of North
America’s most numerous bird, and in 2014, one hundred
years later, we commemorate the centennial anniversary of
this remarkable species’ exit from the world. While the
passenger pigeon’s extinction is often viewed as one of the
most tragic anthropogenic extinctions, there is merit in
reflecting on the pivotal role that the passenger pigeon
played in shaping future legislative environmental
victories.
Martha’s passing marked the definitive end of
what once was the most numerous bird in all of North
America, and perhaps the world. Estimates of the
passenger pigeon’s population at the time of European
colonization range from 3 to 5 billion—several times the
size of the contemporaneous human population. One study
goes so far as to suggest that this most prolific of birds
comprised up to 40% of all birds in North America at the
time. Countless anecdotes exist from the nineteenth
century alone regale contemporary readers with tales of
flocks whose numbers blocked out the sun for hours at a
time. Passenger pigeon flocks reached what some might
call biblical proportions, transforming millions of
individual birds into what conservationist Aldo Leopold
referred to as “a feathered tempest.” During their
migratory flights from the deciduous forests of eastern
North America to wintering grounds in the southern states,
congregations of traveling birds, though travelling at an
estimated speed of sixty miles per hour, could block out
the sun from morning until night for several days at a time.

Prior to the nineteenth century, the sheer,
overwhelming number of passenger pigeons, as well as
their gregarious behavior, represented an outstanding
evolutionary advantage. Utilizing a survival technique
known as “predator satiation,” the passenger pigeon
warded off potential enemies by flooding an area with
more birds than any predator knew what to do with.
However, post-Civil War expansion of two critical
technologies, the railroad and the telegraph, spelled the
beginning of the end for the species’ massive flocks. As
telegraph lines spread across the country, it became
increasingly easy to disseminate news of where breeding
colonies and winter roosts were located throughout the
countryside. Newly constructed railroads made possible
cheap transportation for hunters and pigeon carcasses
alike, enabling the growth of a very profitable market for
cheap passenger pigeon meat.
Parallel developments in the technologies used to
kill the birds were equally devastating. Thousands of birds
at a time were netted by using baited traps and decoys.
Adults were shot in their nesting sites, young were
dislodged from nests with long sticks, and vats of burning
sulphur were placed under roosts to stupefy the birds and
send them falling to their deaths. Hundreds of thousands of
pigeons were killed for human consumption on the
national market, where they were sold as a cheap protein
source.
In the end, the slaughter lasted for only three
decades. By the early 1890’s, the last of the great flocks
had all but disappeared. For a time, a few remnant groups
haunted the North American landscape, but as a species
whose survival depended on large numbers, these ghosts
too would quickly fade away.
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And so it came to be that on September 1st of this year, 2014, we
commemorated the 100th anniversary of the passing of the world’s last, lonely
passenger pigeon. While it is indeed poignant that a species as amazing as this
was wiped out before a conservation ethic could be born in American society, it
is at least true that the passenger pigeon’s demise helped build momentum for
future legislative victories in the conservation of the United States natural
resources. The passenger pigeon’s well-documented decline and extinction
helped build momentum for passage of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918,
and much later on, inspiration for the Endangered Species Act. The
environmental movement arose far too late to save the passenger pigeon from
the ravages of unregulated consumption; but perhaps the best way to honor
Martha and her many millions of kin is to reflect on the role that they played in
awakening the American public to the need for legislative protection of
biodiversity.

Sources:
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/31/opinion/sunday/saving-our-birds.html?
partner=rss&emc=rss&_r=1
http://www.audubonmagazine.org/articles/birds/why-passenger-pigeon-went-extinct
http://www.si.edu/encyclopedia_Si/nmnh/passpig.htm
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/08/140831-passenger-pigeon-marthadeextinction-dna-animals-species/
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Hope for Hemp
By Thomas Armstrong
As the United States’ economy becomes
increasingly dependent on foreign markets, the
need for a clean, wholesome American
industry is arguably as important now as any
other time in our nation’s history. Our national
debt increases on a daily basis, as does our
carbon footprint. Hemp, a tall growing
cannabis plant variety with very low levels of
the psychoactive chemical
tetrahydrocannabinol, provides a realistic and
sensible solution to the ongoing sustainability
question. How can we live in a world
dominated by petroleum fuels and their
derivatives without having a replacement for
the chemical that dominates our economy?
While I am not implying hemp would become the next dominant commodity;
however, it does provide hope as one which could ease our dependence on
petroleum based products while encouraging sustainability, increasing our
GDP and putting citizens to work. With the introduction of legislation or with
the preexisting ones in 13 states, there is a rise in the realization of the
practicality of hemp.
The list of petroleum-based products includes items from nearly every
industry including the automotive fuels and agricultural fertilizer industries to
products like plastics, soaps, and shampoos. While petroleum is useful in
making a wide range of products, it is not sustainable nor is it retrieved
domestically within the U.S. Here is where hemp helps. Hemp can be used as a
fuel, as a component in construction materials and in textiles, as a food source,
and even for paper. It serves as a renewable alternative resource to fossil fuels,
thus creating industry for American workers. It can be easily grown in many if
not all states and could be produced within our current infrastructure.
Back to Index
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Some of the most economically distressed regions in the nation include
the southeast and Midwest. These regions are distressed because they are
heavily reliant on agricultural and natural resource markets. Due to decreased
or monopolized agricultural production, loss of manufacturing, and the loss of
textile industries, these areas are economically depressed. With the
revitalization of the hemp industry, citizens in these economically depressed
regions could potentially
find a source of relief.
The areas of Virginia,
Kentucky, Tennessee,
and North Carolina are
often referred to as the
‘tobacco road’, could see
a spark in their economy.
With the adequate land
for growing hemp and
farmers in need of a new
cash crop, it makes sense
that all of the
aforementioned states
have legislation passed.
This would allow for the beginnings of hemp research through colleges and
universities. Not only would hemp help the agricultural industry, but the textile
and fiber industries as well. For years, areas like Clay county in Kentucky and
Hickory in North Carolina have seen textile, furniture manufacturing, and
agricultural jobs slowly disappear. With the loss of these industries, the local
communities struggle to find work. Offering the residents of these areas the
opportunity to work in the hemp industry would surely stimulate the local
economy and bring back jobs to citizens. In turn we would see lower
unemployment rates and an increase in our nations GDP while simultaneously
reducing our carbon footprint with sustainable practices.
Sources:
https://beta.congress.gov/bill/113th-congress/house-bill/525
http://ecowatch.com/2014/02/07/president-signs-farm-bill-legalizing-hemp/
http://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/ncnu02/v5-284.html
Image Sources: Wikimedia.org
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Update on Tesla Motors
By Will Shinn
“If you want something done right,
do it yourself”: A common phrase
that serves as the motto for Tesla
Motors CEO Elon Musk. Musk has
made a number of decisions in the
last year or so that reveal how
dedicated he is to producing a safe
and affordable electric vehicle in the
United States: The most recent
decision being his plan to build a 5
billion dollar lithium ion battery
factory somewhere in Nevada. This
so called ‘Gigafactory’ is another
step towards self-sufficiency for
Tesla Motors and a seemingly great
project for the country as a whole.
If Governor Brian Sandoval of
Nevada is right, the factory will
produce 6,500 jobs well into 2020
and add $100 billion to the State’s
GDP. Once completed, the factory
will be able to turn out batteries that
are 30% cheaper than the current
supply used by Tesla in their flagship
car, the Model S. The consequence
of this move by Musk translates to
economic benefits for both workers
in the US and those who wish to
purchase a reliable EV but can’t
quite afford the current price tag of
the Model S which is anywhere
between $71,000 and $110,000.
Another added bonus is that Musk is

adamant that the
factory has little to
no carbon footprint
by using only
renewable energies
to run his operation.
Despite all that
has been going well
for Tesla, they are in a bit of hot
water when it comes to selling their
vehicles. There are currently a
number of states that are fighting to
prevent Tesla from selling directly to
their customers. Ohio, New York,
Georgia, and Texas are leading this
cause, claiming that Tesla needs a
middleman, or dealership, to sell
their car to potential customers.
Musk reasons that he is selling and
developing a new technology all at
once that needs to be sold and
serviced by the manufacturer to be
successful, but the automotive
industry wants none of it. They are
concerned with the potential to
abuse the system that Musk is using
so that dealers may soon become
obsolete because of direct sales.
When I introduced Tesla in my
first article for the Trail, the Model S
was only available for pre-order.
Since its release in last quarter of
2012, the Tesla has sold over 28,000
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vehicles in the US alone. While the number seems relatively small, it is
impressive for the price tag. Tesla is hoping to release a much more
affordable model by 2017 and hopes to have put out well over 500,000
vehicles by 2020. With the help of an in-house battery provider the goal
should be much more achievable. I still think Tesla is an incredibly
innovative company with the answer to our needs for passenger vehicles if
we are not going to be able to give them up. I feel the company should be
aided in their fight to sell EV’s in the country rather than face opposition,
but that is a battle that will take time to unfold. Only time will tell what the
actual role of Tesla will be, but I’m willing to bet it will be a fairly important
one in the battle for a brighter future.

Sources:

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/elon-musk-s-tesla-picks-nevada-to-host-battery-gigafactory/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/markrogowsky/2013/12/04/ohio-tables-anti-tesla-dealer-protection-law-for-now/
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-03-10/tesla-s-direct-sales-push-raises-auto-dealers-hackles.html
http://www.teslamotors.com/sites/default/files/blog_attachments/gigafactory.pdf
http://insideevs.com/monthly-plug-in-sales-scorecard/
Image Sources:
h p://openitagency.eu/, images.fastcompany.com, pluginamerica.org,
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BUYING OUT OF
DEFORESTATION
BY DEANNA MILLER

Illegal logging and deforestation has
become a major problem in Liberia, and
has been growing for the past eleven
years. Yet, even more alarming is the legal
rate of deforestation in the country. In
2012, Liberia’s president, Ellen Johnson
Sirleaf, allowed for permits to be sent out
to cut down 58% of the country’s forests.
The permits did not last very long, as the
country was ridiculed, and citizens of
Liberia protested. Although these permits
did not become valid, it shows the
country’s need for money, and inability to
look at environmental health before
anything else.
Just this month, Norway has offered
$150 million to Liberia in the form of
developmental aid, under the conditions of
stopping deforestation, and Liberia has
graciously accepted. Deforestation has
become a major problem in Liberia, where
they are trying to make money to develop

more as a nation. As other countries can
afford to use money to protect the
environment, Liberia is focused more on
the public health of their citizens, as well
as the stability of the country. So while
they cannot always think green in every
situation, Norway is helping them do just
that.
This money will be used over the
span of the next six years, and the goal is
to have much of the deforestation stopped
by 2020. This money will be used to stop
logging operations as well as help to create
more infrastructure and programs for
protection of the forests. If all goes
according to plan, this money will cover
30% of Liberia’s forests, some of which is
the New Guinean Rainforest. Liberia
currently is home to about 43% of the New
Guinean Rainforest, and holds many
species of animals that lose their habitat
when the forests are cut.
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Researchers are also hoping that less
deforestation will help stop the spread of
Ebola as well. Currently, new cases of
Ebola come about while people are cutting
down the forests because loggers are
coming into contact with the virus in
natural reservoirs. With less people going
into the forest to destruct, it is lessening
the chance of those people coming in
contact with the virus.
This money can really save Liberia
not only financially, but also in means of
public health and stability. Though it can
be very helpful, one issue this may cause
is a lack of jobs. Deforestation is a large
business in Western Africa, and there are
thousands of jobs in Liberia and the
surrounding countries in the deforestation
business. A shift in the job market will be
needed, but the money coming from
Norway can help to ease that transition.

Volume 7, Issue 1

Although this business tactic sounds
ideal, it has been proposed before in other
areas such as Ecuador, and following
through with the plan has shown to be a
bit more complicated than it sounds. In
2007, Ecuador had a similar plan to help
protect Yasuni National Park from being
drilled for oil, but not enough funds were
raised, and drilling occurred a few years
later. In order for this deforestation plan to
be successful in Liberia, there needs to be
political, financial, and social support. This
has the potential to save Liberia
environmentally and developmentally, so it
needs to be executed properly.

Sources:
h p://www.bbc.com/news/science‐environment‐29321143
h p://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/8039080.stm
h p://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart‐news/norway‐paying‐liberia‐stop‐deforesta on‐180952824/?no‐ist
h p://thinkprogress.org/climate/2014/09/23/3570815/deforesta on‐announcements‐climate‐summit/
Image Sources:
nimbuseco.com, thinkafricapress.com, theguardian.com
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New
New Jersey
Jersey
Historically
Historically
Enacts
Enacts First
First
American
American Ivory
Ivory
Trade
Trade Ban
Ban

By: Alexander
Nayfield
Although the United States of America has no naturally occurring elephants or rhinos within its
diversity of ecosystems, it remains the second largest importer of illegally traded ivory in the world, behind
China. America’s key role in the interna onal trade of ivory is likely to diminish in the upcoming future, in
large part due to Chris Chris e’s signing of a ban into law on August 5th.
“We’re really excited – from an environmental standpoint, from a conserva on standpoint…and from
a humanitarian standpoint”, announced Assemblyman Raj Mukherji, the bill’s primary sponsor within the
legislature. “Ivory traﬃcking is at the highest point in history, and elephants are facing ex nc on because of
it”. It is also promising to see Republicans compromise on environmentalist issues; those on Chris Chris e’s
side of the legislature would not typically be in favor of imposing environmentally based policy. “These
stricter measures will help to reduce the amount of criminal ac vity that surrounds this industry while
protec ng wildlife popula ons that are already seriously threatened from this harmful prac ce,” Chris e
said in a press release. Chris Chris e is demonstra ng to the developed world that America is becoming
rapidly conscious of the impact that illegal trading ac vi es have on vulnerable natural resources from which
commodi es are extracted.
This immense impact on interna onal popula ons of wildlife by illegal trading prac ces is not a new
phenomenon. In Central Africa, “the regional elephant popula on declined 64% in a decade”, and, in recent
years, poachers collec vely slaughtered “over 100,000 elephants”. Within Bouba Ndjidah Na onal Park,
Cameroon, poachers, armed with automa c firearms and explosive weaponry killed more than 300
elephants.
The fact that this sort of rampant annihila on of na ve popula ons of elephants is occurring can be
a ributed to increased interna onal demand. It comes as no surprise, then, that the two countries
Back to Index
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most responsible for the importa on of ivory products are those with the world’s highest gross do‐
mes c products: China and the United States. It is especially meaningful that the first two states to illegalize
ivory importa on were New Jersey and New York, respec vely. New York City is America’s largest market for
ivory and rhino horn, and New Jersey’s ports serve as an entry point. Insofar as the entry point for the sup‐
ply of America’s largest ivory trading nexus is neutralized, the quan ty of ivory demanded should dras cally
decrease over me. This will mi gate the demand for ivory from endangered animals in impoverished coun‐
tries, and hopefully draw the exploita on of vulnerable species to a close.
The only way to halt the traﬃcking of these commodi es is to stop the demand at the source. Not
only are the countries that these elephants and rhinos inhabit too impoverished to eﬀec vely enforce laws,
but the market is also driven by wealthy consumers, making the benefits of breaking the laws worthwhile.
Popula ons of elephants, as well as rhinos, numbering in the millions earlier in the 20th century,
“were severely reduced due to current levels of hun ng” and “in the 1980’s, an es mated 100,000 elephants
were killed every year with up to 80% losses in na ve herds being common”. The African Elephant Specialist
Group con nually collects updated informa on of elephant mortality rates in the Central African region, and
prospects prove to be dire. Biodiversity is at cri cal levels of risk with the demand for elephant ivory being
propagated. Elephants are a na ve keystone species in Africa and help balance popula ons of other na ve
organisms within their ecosystem. By “opening up forest land to create firebreaks and grasslands, digging to
create water access for other animals, and leaving nutrients in their wake…some mes called the
‘megagardeners of the forest’, elephants are essen al to the dispersal of seeds that maintain tree diversity”,
says Trevor Jones of the Southern Tanzania Elephant Project. Elephants ul mately prove to be an invaluable
part of their na ve ecosystems, and the rate at which they are being poached will have profound conse‐
quences on the collec ve ecology of the African con nent if le unmi gated. The ban of ivory importa on to
the second largest nexus of ivory consump on in the world will hopefully result in decreases in demand,
brightening future prospects for the biodiversity of the collec ve African con nent.

Sources:
http://news.mongabay.com/2014/0805-new-jersey-ivory-ban.html
http://www.nj.com/hunterdon-county-democrat/index.ssf/2014/08/new_jersey_first_to_ban_ivory.html
https://www.worldwildlife.org/species/african-elephant
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/08/140818-elephants-africa-poaching-cites-census/

Image Sources:
h p://conciergeandstyle.com/
The mes.co.uk
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Who in the Corporate World is
being
Sustainable?

By Christi Capazzo

“Going Green” and environmentally conscious moves are not usually associated with the green tinge of money,
much less the money and profits of large companies and businesses. Yet corporations are making moves in the direction of
sustainability because of concern over how the decline in resource availability will affect their future financial endeavors.
This trend of “corporate sustainability” is becoming more popular as companies begin to take measures in assessing their
environmental impact. Although economics and environmental efforts seem to be independent, the topic of corporate sustainability proves otherwise and shows the two ideas can go hand in hand.
Ernst and Young reports that sustainability efforts and reporting are becoming incorporated into company practices.
The task of measuring a company’s environmental impact is not easy especially since it is a relatively new practice and
companies are not always sure about what internal functions to measure. The definition of sustainability varies from company to company as they lack “internal systems” with which to measure their impact, but input and suggestions are included
now from stakeholders to customers to analysts. For corporations, sustainability involves many areas and in the business
world it requires that “corporation’s long-term interests are intellectually and financially consistent with resource efficiency,
proactive health and safety practices, and responsible leadership.” (Forbes) This is the definition of corporate sustainability
in a nutshell.
Despite the uncertainty in evaluating sustainability efforts, companies seem to benefit from it, especially in the
stock market. Companies with policy on sustainability saw an increase on their share prices as reported by the Telegraph.
Firms that violated environmental policy showed a noticeable fall in their company shares thereby showing that public opinion matters in market value. Corporate Knights is a media company based in Toronto, Ontario who refer to themselves as
“The Company for Clean Capitalism” and create the yearly list called the Global 100 that measures the top sustainable companies in the world. The companies are measured by 12 key performance indicators including carbon productivity, waste
productivity, energy productivity, and water productivity. They intend to be as encompassing as possible in their methods.
The list includes companies such as Tim Hortons, Nestle, Coca-Cola, and L’Oreal.
Sustainability involves companies being responsible now for evaluating many areas of function and performance.
The six trends Ernst and Young reported are: tools for sustainability, the roles of chief financial officers (CFOs), employees
as stakeholders, greenhouse gas reporting, awareness of business resource scarcity, and the value of rankings to company
executives. It is an involved process. As the Forbes article states, by disclosing the reports of a company’s environmental
and social practices, it makes need to be responsible and accountable because they are not behind closed doors. The Global
100 is a well-known and watched list in the business world and the competition to be on the list may act as a motivator for
companies to increase their sustainability efforts.
By having lists such as the Global 100, sustainability is given credibility. Corporate sustainability gives the environmental movement a practical application in a capitalist market where profit is what is emphasized over wisdom in resource use. However, resource decline is now driving companies to the sober realization that the world is not limitless. The
United Nations has established their own Global Sustainability Report in accordance with their “ten principles in the areas
of human rights, labor, the environment and anti-corruption” (UN Global Compact). The report receives participation from
1,712 companies worldwide. The snapshot they provide shows that companies have taken action in areas from life-cycle
assessment and costing to water foot printing to eco-design.
Lists and reports such as the UN Global Sustainability Report and Global 100 provide a glimpse into the international effort being put into sustainability. Economy and the environment are not independent but rather interdependent in the
coming times. The increase in sustainable reporting and practice shows a bright point on the horizon for companies to continue with wiser practices that benefit both their profitability and tomorrow’s environment.
Sources:
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jacquelynsmith/2014/01/22/the-worlds-most-sustainable-companies-of-2014/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/markets/11096221/Shares-prices-boosted-by-corporate-sustainabilitypolicies.html
http://www.ey.com/US/en/Services/Specialty-Services/Climate-Change-and-Sustainability-Services/Sixgrowing-trends-in-corporate-sustainability_overview
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/about_the_gc/Global_Corporate_Sustainability_Snapshot2013.pdf
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Interview with Melissa Lee
Co‐Founder, Chief Execu ve Oﬃcer of
The GREEN Program
By: Arcadia Lee Papalski

Mission Statement: The GREEN Program’s purpose is to enhance the academic life experience of passionate students and empower them to become socially responsible, innovative, and environmentally
conscious leaders of tomorrow. Their programs offers to bridge the gap between textbook learning
and real-time industry experience by taking students behind the scenes of the world’s leading clean
energy and sustainability initiatives.
What do they do? The GREEN Program designs short-term immersion programs in the most
exciting places on earth, which are epicenters of innovative technologies as well as bucket-list travel
destinations.
They are working alongside the top universities to develop courses and embed the GREEN educational model into existing curriculum. As a Commitment Partner to the Institute of International
Education’s Generation Study Abroad initiative, The GREEN Program strives to raise higher education
standards, and to increase opportunities for students to study abroad as a part of their undergraduate and graduate studies.
While traveling in Peru, I decided to interview The GREEN Program’s Co-Founder, Melissa Lee,
to find out more about the program. As a Global Ambassador for The GREEN Program, I want more
students to find out about great opportunities that can inspire us to accomplish the “unattainable.”

Arcadia: What motivates you to develop relationships with foreign countries in order to provide a
higher education to American students?
Melissa: Developing relationships with foreign countries is just something that should be done by everyone no matter what age, discipline, or industry if they actually want to make some significant impact during their lifetime. If you restrict yourself to one culture or mindset, I challenge you to
step out of it with an open mind, and you will be pleasantly surprised with how much more the rest of
the world can offer with regards to sharing
information, providing solutions, and idea
generation. Not only American students, but
most students around the world are sheltered
from the positives and negatives of what is
actually going on in our world today and
what they can learn from other countries first
hand. Education can be found in the classroom, but The GREEN Program takes it a step
further and brings classroom lessons to reality,
and empowers students on levels where a typical classroom setting cannot.
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Arcadia: From where did you graduate? With what degree?
Melissa: I graduated from Rutgers University School of
Communication & Information (New Brunswick), with a
major in Organizational Communication and minors in
Theatre Management and Leadership

Arcadia: How did you develop the steps needed to create
your business? Did you have an advisor at Rutgers to help
you?

Melissa: Rutgers University was a playground for innovation, but not in the typical sense. When the founders of The
GREEN Program first started the first Entrepreneurial Society,
I remember the resistance we received in the beginning. Now there is an Entrepreneurship minor any
student can take to learn basic entrepreneurial skills before taking on their ideas. I know we had some
great support from deans from the business school and the President mentioned us in a commencement speech, but Rutgers definitely set the foundation for the hard work and dedication needed for
years to come to get our idea off the ground. Once the idea was there, there was nothing stopping us
to get through the mundane paperwork aspects to start up a business. There are so many resources
out there now for anyone to create a business. After that, it was spreading the word about what we
were trying to do which is where we started gaining a lot of traction which snowballed over the years.

Arcadia: In the future, do you see GREEN expanding its horizons and offering these education experiences to students outside of the U.S.?
Melissa: 100% yes. Our students are already coming from 40 different countries around the world, and
we're not stopping there. Our team has been diving into partnerships with universities in Europe, Asia,
South America, Middle East, to name a few. The more diverse our programs become, the better.

Arcadia: I'm certain you are currently working on other programs to expand GREEN. What other internship programs do you have in store for the GREEN Program?

Melissa: Oh man, we cannot give our secrets away yet. We plan to release our next program location
in late 2015 or early 2016.

Arcadia: Do you have any recommendations for the next generation in their educational and/or business pursuits?
Melissa: Whatever you decide to do, please make sure you´re passionate about it and you go into
your career asking yourself how you are bettering the future for ourselves and future generations to
come. Our world has enough gaming apps, what we need is more change agents to shake up the
world. Give our generation the credit it deserves, we are young, smart, energetic, and resourceful.
Acknowledge a problem in the world and let's do something about it. If you have the passion to back
it up, there is nothing stopping you.

For more information, visit:
thegreenprogram.com
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A Critique of The Successful
‘People’s Climate March’
By: Alec Roth
“There is no planet B!” “Planet above profit!” “This is what democracy looks like!” “It is hot as balls!” These are just a few
phrases that represent The People’s Climate March (PCM) which took place in Times Square on September 21st. Several news outlets reported that the manifestation attracted over 400,000 people with a goal to spread awareness about climate change and to
show support for an international plan to mitigate the crisis.¹ The US has failed to sign international climate agreements in the past,
notably the Kyoto Protocol. The march hopes to encourage President Obama and the U.N. general council to propose strict objectives to reduce carbon emissions and protect countries that are most vulnerable from the effects of climate change.
Thanks to the Rutgers’ Fossil Fuel Divestment Campaign, along with other student groups such as Students for Environmental Awareness, our university was able to organize a strong unified presence at the march. In fact, over 150 RU students attended the PCM as an electrified unit for progress. The Rutgers team held many posters including two large banners, declaring “Divest
Big 10” and “Save R Shores.” It proves student activism at Rutgers is far from dead and indicates a growing interest in political activism on campus. RU Divest has several ideas planned for this semester to build on the energy felt at the march while increasing both
student and faculty participation.
The People’s Climate March undoubtedly left the attendees inspired and motivated to combat
this global crisis as an international community. Perhaps the most remarkable moment of the PCM occurred all in just two minutes when the 400,000 protesters raised interlocked hands in the air for 120 seconds of silent solidarity. The silence was in remembrance for those who have lost their lives in a climate
related disaster. It also symbolized the beautiful unity of people in solid support for not only climate justice but social and economic justice as well. There is no doubt the march will be forever remembered as
a monumental day in climate change history, however it is impossible to ignore the underlying public
complacency of the protest. The PCM was certainly more preamble than it was substance², it was more
festive than sincere, more love and hugs than criticism and science. The purpose of the march was to
spread climate change awareness, which it successfully achieved; but we must simultaneously focus on
the urgency to implement solutions. We should not applaud the PCM for being safe, accessible and commercial. We must remain critical and remind the public that climate change is not an issue alienated from
social and economic injustice, but rather one that is deeply rooted in our capitalist system and globalized
communities.
The gravity felt by many of the marchers was undermined by the cute and fluffy television media reports. On the evening
of the march NBC World News interviewed a mother from California along with her son who travelled to attend the event, as well as
a mothers for nature group. The support of all groups from various disciplines is requisite to fuel a broad social movement, nevertheless there is a greater need for the public to witness interviews and engage in discussions with intellectuals, scientists and professors who can make a compelling argument for mitigation strategies. The public should not limit their political imagination to the
generous reception of the PCM on the 6 o'clock news. We should look toward direct action tactics as seen on September 22nd at
Flood Wall Street. The day following the PCM, thousands of activists participated in a sit-in to block US financial institutions. Furthermore, leading sponsors of the PCM were multinational corporations, including Lockheed Martin, BMW, and IKEA.³ The degree to
which our demands do not threaten the money interests that preserve the status quo is the degree of our ineptitude. Therefore,
direct action like Flood Wall Street is a significant component for social change as it directly confronts the corporations and institutions that contribute most to global climate change.
The success of the PCM is impossible to ignore. At the same time however it is impossible to ignore the urgent
need to make demands from both the private and public sectors. In a time where the world is plagued with ecological, social and
economic crises, we can never be content, we must always be critical while pursuing the next step. Otherwise we will find ourselves
complacently happy with continuous protests and 60 second slots
on World News Tonight.
Sources:
¹http://time.com/3415162/peoples-climate-march-new-yorkmanhattan-demonstration/
²The Essays of Montaigne
³https://www.jacobinmag.com/2014/09/peoples-climate-marchfaq/
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We the Corporations
By Ariel Schwalb

On September 11th, a House and Senate amendment (SJ. Res. 19
and HJ. Res. 119) failed in Congress that had the potential to help
end political corruption in the United States’ election campaign system for good. It was nicknamed the “Democracy for All Amendment” by supporters and would have set a cap on the unlimited
amount of money the top 1% and tax-exempt for-profit organizations can currently spend on election ads, which have heavily influenced politics since the Supreme Court ruling of the Citizens United v. FEC (O’Keefe).
In the ruling of 2010, the court stated that infinite financial contributions to actual election campaigns can
theoretically lead to political corruption, but that infinite spending by outside organizations or individuals on election
advertisements cannot (Prokop). Democracy for All was intended to overturn this ruling and reduce the leverage of
billionaires like the Koch Brothers, who have donated millions so far to influence policy (O’Keefe). The Koch Industries are landowners of tar sands in Alberta, Canada. This dirty oil may get shipped through the Keystone XL
Pipeline, which Columbia University professor James Hansen refers to as “game over for climate” due to the level of
greenhouse gas emissions it will let into the atmosphere.
The Amendment came close to passing but was unsuccessful. It
needed 60 votes in the senate and received 54. Every Republican blocked
the vote, arguing that it was an assault on free speech. Many were surprised
to see the bill survive the initial GOP filibuster before the vote. Democrats
believed it was a strong attempt to rid the system of “dark money,” or unlimited amounts of money that are poured into the Super PACs to put
corporate power over people power. They believe the ruling on Citizens
United undermines our democratic principles because it allows for special
interests to impact policy more than the average person ever could (Everett).
Though the bill failed in the afternoon, it helped spark conversation nationwide about the fairness of the political system and shed light the issue of how much money can indirectly be spent on politicians and who or what can
make those colossal donations. Hopefully, there will be another opportunity for our stagnant and disagreeable members of Congress to reconsider this issue at a later point in time.

Sources:
Everett, Burgess. “Senate blocks campaign finance amendment.” Politico. 12
Sept 2014. Web. 13 Sept 2014.
O’Keefe, George. “Defeat of Campaign Finance Amendment especially bruising
for Bernie Sanders.” Washington Post. 11 Sept 2014. Web. 13 Sept 2014.
Prokop, Andrew. “The Senate just rejected a constitutional amendment to overturn Citizens United.” Vox. 11 Sept 2014. Web. 13 Sept. 2014.
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The Federal Republic of Germany has long been touted as leading the charge
towards greater integration of renewable energy sources amongst highly developed
states, and in most respects it is. Earlier this week, The New York Times reported that
the European Union powerhouse obtained around 30% of its energy needs from renewable sources, as opposed to 13% in the United States of America. While other states,
such as Brazil and Iceland, rely almost entirely on renewable sources for their energy
needs (80% and 100% respectively) this achievement has proved once and for all that
Energiewende is here to stay, and the rest of the developed world had better catch on or
be left in the lurch.

The term Energiewende, meaning “energy transition,” was a striking concept when it began to be bandied about during
the anti-nuclear movements of the 1970s, and came to symbolize the belief that alternative, renewable energy was not so farfetched as the proponents of more convention fuels had suggested. Bolder still was when the German government decided that
such a transition was the key for Germany’s, and the world’s, continued growth and prosperity, albeit in a more sustainable fashion.
Contrary to popular belief, anti-nuclear sentiments in Germany did not peak as
they did in the rest of the world after the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster of 2011, but
instead peaked in 2002 when the government began the initiative to phase out nuclear power entirely by 2022. The plan is to guarantee an 80-95% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, a minimum of 80% renewables in the power sector, and a marked increase
in energy efficiency, all in the span of a few decades. The ambition of the German people is
impressive to behold, both literally and figuratively. Out in the North Sea towering monoliths
are rising from the frigid waters near the islands of Heligoland, massive wind turbines costing up to $30 million (around €24 million) are now sending power surging back to the German mainland. Employment in the renewables sector alone is soaring, with 380,000 new
jobs being reported in 2013. Hopes are high, but critics would argue that so too are the
costs.
German power companies have been hit relatively hard by the transition, with companies such as RWE AG reporting record losses despite the growing availability of cheap
power for the general public. With renewables producing energy at little-to-no marginal cost,
the entire energy market needs to be reordered in order to account for the new direction that
the economy is taking. The electricity-grid infrastructure needs to be expanded to account
for decentralized energy production on the local level, energy efficiency must be improved
to account for waste, and, most importantly, measures need to be taken to ensure a continuous flow of power for the times when
the sun is not shining or the wind not blowing. Utilities companies are forced to intermittently fluctuate the amount of energy they
supply from their conventional power plants, which decreases the energy-efficiency of those plants, not to mention their profitability. The campaign against nuclear energy, a low-emission source of power, has also stalled Germany’s initiatives to cut greenhouse gas emissions drastically. On the other side of the issue, the hundreds of billions in subsidies given by the German government to the fossil fuel industry every year is proving to be a drag on the immediate cost-effectiveness of renewables policy.
Some politicians are even suggesting that the transition needs to be slowed in order to account for the growing pains. The German public is not taking the stalling well however, with protests taking place in nearly all major cities against perceived inaction
on the part of government actors, mirroring larger movements around the globe.
The ravenous hunger for cheaper, safer, and more sustainable power is not merely a Germanic phenomenon though,
almost 140 states worldwide have enacted green initiatives, with many of them such as the Czech Republic, Jordan, and the
Philippines seeking to partner with and/or learn from the Germans. To use a tired metaphor, the world is a sleeping giant that is
sluggishly awakening to the realities of anthropogenic climate change and the costs of addressing that greatest of issues. In order for efforts to succeed however, it is crucial that the largest economies of the world, such as France, Russia, China, India, and
the United States (Germany included) need to revolutionize their own attempts to switch over to renewable energy sources and
that transition must take place soon. With the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s projections growing direr with each
year of inaction, the time for a global Energiewende has come, and its implications stretch far beyond the borders of the BunSources:
Gillis, Justin. “Sun and Wind Transforming Global Landscape.”
New York Times. Sep. 14, 2014.
Maatsch, Henrik-W. “Energiewende: Energy Transition in Germany.” The Guardian (UK), 2014. http://www.theguardian.com/
global-development-professionals-network/wwf-partnerzone/2014/aug/21/energiewende-energy-transition-in-germany.
(Accessed September 19, 2014)
Morris, Craig, and Pehnt, Martin. “Energy Transition: the German Energiewende.” Heinrich Böll Stiftung (Ger), 2014. http://
energytransition.de/wp-content/themes/boell/pdf/en/GermanEnergy-Transition_en.pdf. (Accessed September 19, 2014).
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North American Consumption of Radioactively Poisoned Cancerous Fish
from Fukushima, Japan
By Chloe’ A.H Lewis
In March 2011, a major earthquake struck off the coast of Japan resulting in a
Tsunami, hitting the town of Fukushima, which included a huge power plant; as
a result three nuclear reactors suffered a severe meltdown. Radionnuclides released from the power plant reactors were detected early the following morning. This was the first sign of the environmental impact of this natural disaster.
On March 15th, scientists detected high levels of radiocesiums and radioiodines
(which are radioactive isotopes of cesium and iodine that form as one of the
more common fission products by the nuclear fission of the given elements and
other fissionable isotopes in nuclear reactors and nuclear
weapons) on plants and in topsoil at and around the disaster site. At this point
it was evident that this could be a major human health and environmental
health concern. On March 16th, food and water sampling was initiated and
monitor surveying commenced. On March 17th, researchers set provisional regulations on factors such as radioiodine, radiocesiums, uranium, plutonium, etc. to determine the safety of radioactively contaminated foods and water. It was found that all of the following
were contaminated with radioactive poisons from the Fukushima nuclear explosion: tap water, raw milk,
vegetables, mushrooms, fruit, nut, seaweeds, marine invertebrates, coastal fish, freshwater fish, beef,
wild animal meat, brown rice, wheat, tea leaves, etc. Each of these foods received provisional restrictions, but not until up to 318 days after March 17th.
That means it took over a year for all of the food restrictions to be publically established. What the
world may not be as familiar with is the long-term impact of this natural disaster. Every day from the
date of this event, about 400 tons of radioactive water has been spewing from the site of the nuclear
power plant into the Pacific Ocean thus poisoning it. There is no hard evidence asserting whether or not
the spewing has ceased — if not that means roughly 438,000 tons of radioactive water that has been
spewing into the Pacific as of this past March; and around
584,000 tons is to be expected come March of 2015.
The radiation water contaminants have since
reached the U.S West Coast; affected not only the U.S, but
Canada and areas far northern Alaska. Other than migratory species, other Fukushima fish that have previously been
marketed internationally from Japan to the U.S and Canada. It is unclear whether or not this trade has persisted despite the Fukushima disaster. It was also unclear as to
whether or not these marketed fish carry radioactive
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contaminants. There is some evidence that these radioactively contaminated fish and fish native to the North American
coast (including wild Alaskan Salmon and Canadian whitefish)
contain bloody, malignant (cancerous) tumors and lesions on and throughout their bodies.
Realize that fish are not the only form of life directly that have possibly been effected by this disaster.
The radiation ailments discovered in suffering Pacific fish have crossed the species barrier. There have
since been various species of walruses, seals, sharks, and polar bears that have been found to be suffering from seemingly the same radiation ailments such as bloody lesions, external tumors, and fur/hair
loss (one of the primary signs of radiation poisoning), however there is no conclusive evidence pointing
to the Fukushima disaster and radioactive contaminants thereof as being the ultimate causation.
Radioactive isotopes were found in marine animals local to Fukushima, Japan and in migratory
Pacific Bluefin Tuna. In August 2011, Pacific Bluefin Tuna samples were collected off the coast of California and showed lower radioactivity concentrations than those of marine life at and around Fukushima,
Japan. However, this does not mean that the Tuna marketed here in the United States were not contaminated at all. This simply means contaminant levels were lower than previous recordings of marine life
elsewhere. In order to draw stronger correlations and possibly causations from the radioactivity levels of
Pacific Ocean and Pacific marine life to all possible health impairments, scientists researched and calculated the radioactivity level doses of Fukushima-derived radionuclides and naturally occurring radionuclides to human fish consumers (including countries having migratory fish that were contaminated and
countries that market the specific fish that were contaminated) and Pacific marine life.
After much research, it was found that the levels of radioactive contaminants were comparable
to or less than to the levels that are typically consumed by humans or naturally occurring in food items,
air travel, medicine, etc. What continues to remain uncertain — perhaps the most alarming global health
concern of all — is the assessment of cancer risk at these existing doses of radioactive contaminants. So
far, scientists have only been able to statistically prove that the consumption of the radioactive contaminated Pacific Bluefin Fish by fisherman can be estimated to result in 2 additional fatal cancer cases per
10 million similarly exposed human consumers.
Sources
Fisher, NS., Beaugelin-Seiller, K., Hinton, TG., Baumann, Z., Madigan, DJ., & Garnier-Laplace, J. “Evaluation of radiation doses and associated risk from the Fukushima nuclear accident to marine biota and human consumers of seafood”. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America. 110:16. (2013): 1067010675. Print.
Hamada, N., Ogino, H., & Fujimichi, Y. “Safety regulations of food and water implemented in the first year following the Fukushima nuclear accident”. Journal of Radiation Research. 53:3. (2012): 641-671. Print.
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Cape May: A Bird and Wildlife Sanctuary
By Chris Wilson
I took a trip south to Cape May in early September in order to
get an overview of what my brother, Sam Wilson, does for a living there.
He is a twenty‐seven year old naturalist teacher at the Cape May Nature Center, which is an organiza on that promotes
youth environmental educa on as a part of the NJ Audubon Society. I was interested in talking to him about his profession,
so I asked him for an interview. What follows is a descrip on of my journey down to Cape May and an account of my con‐
versa on with my brother.
The actual journey down to Cape May was surprisingly verdant. The tree species that lined the Garden State Parkway
were quite varied, but I liked the tall white cedar (false cypress) that towered above the southern stretches of Parkway like
stoic sen nels the best. It was exci ng to pass by such majes c, healthy‐looking forest on my way down, although to be hon‐
est, the bulk of my excitement was rooted in my achievement of reaching “EXIT 0” on the Garden State Parkway. Albeit, an
unoriginal achievement, but an achievement nonetheless.
Two and a half hours later, I reached Cape May and drove over the bridge that separates the southernmost por on
of the county from the mainland. A er a short drive beyond the bridge, the residen al area of the town dropped away and I
was le with an unadulterated look at the Cape May Harbor. The harbor itself was incredibly busy. It hosted a vast conglomer‐
a on of mari me en es, ranging from kayak rentals and boat tours to on‐the‐water restaurants and commercial ships. On
the far side of the bay, across from the nature center where I was headed, were two separate marinas and a wharf, all jam‐
packed with a bustling assemblage of private ships. Between the two marinas was the entrance to the marshland, one of the
most important natural areas for birds in the en re United States.
As I looked out across the harbor, I noted with pleasure that it appeared pris ne and clear, marred only by the rolling
wakes of ships on their way out to sea, or in to port. The sandy shores of the harbor were equally immaculate—not a single
piece of plas c was evident. Birds were everywhere. A man‐made osprey nest near the marshland was occupied by a striking
couple of birds, one rolling its head in its feathers while the other pecked at a struggling fish it had crushed in its formidable
talons. Laughing gulls provided the orchestra for the day, their cackling an iconic indica on of where I was; I had arrived at the
coast.
The Cape May Nature Center itself is tucked into a cozy sec on of the harbor, hugging the inner rim of the peninsula.
The building itself is two stories high, save the blue‐roofed observatory that towers above the landscape on the northern side.
The observatory's paint job was nearly as conspicuous as the enormous, bright red “WHALE WATCHERS” boat that was push‐
ing through the harbor towards the sea. I pulled in to the nature center and realized that the observatory was nearly twice as
high as the actual building. When I got out of my car, I took a deep breath to inhale the refreshing aroma of brine blowing in
from the ocean. Above me hovered an obligatory, cacophonous flock of seagulls, laughing and flapping in the late summer
breeze. The day was sunny and many people were out in the bay partaking in a variety of recrea onal ac vi es. Looking out
across the water, I saw a few kayakers, all synchronously paddling away from the shore. My guess was that they must have
rented the kayaks from the facility that shares property with the nature center. Sure enough, I turned around and saw my
brother cha ng with a few people near the kayak rental facility that is next door to the center, an empty storage rack beside
them.
I hollered a gree ng in his direc on and walked over. He gestured to one of the empty benches near the building, so we took a
seat and began the interview.
Chris: Hey, Sam, thanks for taking the me to let me interview you.
Sam: No problem, Chris.
C: So, can you begin by telling me what the Center is?
S: The Cape May Nature Center is one of two centers in Cape May County, of seven that NJ Audubon runs statewide. It's pri‐
marily an educa on campus for kids to learn about the environment and environmental issues.
C: What sort of educa onal ac vi es do you provide there?
S: We run summer camps, family ac vi es, educa onal lectures for adults, and special gardening programs. Our biggest event
is Harborfest. It a racts over 10,000 people every year and it is hosted in order to highlight the importance of Cape May's har‐
bor to both marine and human life.
C: So, what do you do as a part of your job at the Nature Center?
S: My tle is teacher naturalist, so my job is primarily to plan ac vi es and programs for children and families and then actual‐
ly take part as the lead teacher on those excursions.
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C: Can you tell me more specifically about these programs?
S: Most of the programming in the spring and summer is directed towards marine science. More specifically, we try to stress
the importance of the rela onship between horseshoe crabs and the Delaware Bay, as well as the rela onship between the
horseshoe crabs and shorebird popula ons. We do an ac vity out in the harbor where we drag a big net through the shallows
and have the kids collect the marine life in order to create a live aqua c food chain.
C: What is the mission, or overall goal, of the Nature Center?
S: Well, the Nature Center itself is mostly focused on connec ng kids and nature. The NJ Audubon, the parent organiza on, is
mul faceted—they do research, educa on, and they also have an ac ve poli cal wing dedicated to environmental conserva‐
on. You can go to njaubudon.org to find out more about the organiza on.
C: Speaking specifically about the town of Cape May, what does it oﬀer in terms of summer recrea on?
S: One could visit the beaches, of course, but there are also a whole host of historical and environmental sites including Cape
May Point State Park, the Cape May Migratory Bird Refuge, which is right by the Nature Conservancy, and the Cape May Na‐
onal Wildlife Refuge. The Wildlife Refuge is a great place for wildlife at any me of year.
C: What about in the winter me?
S: In the winter there are s ll some tours around the bay area, but the majority of the mari me ac vi es are dormant.
(Later, I checked the resident popula on of Cape May County during the year and according to the Cape May County Chamber
records, it drops from 800,000 in the summer down to a shocking 95,000 during the winter.)
C: Where is the best place to eat seafood in Cape May?
S: Well, two that come to mind are the Lucky Bones restaurant and the famous Lobster House. The la er is one of the most
profitable restaurants in the country.
C: A final ques on, Sam. If you could give one public service announcement about the state of conserva on in Cape May, what
would you say?
S: What do you mean?
C: For instance, if someone asked you “What could I personally do to help the birds or wildlife or beaches of Cape May?”
S: Well, one thing you can do is start with your own backyard, you know, grow your own wildlife habitat there. Look up online
some beneficial prac ces to a ract migratory birds and local birds. That's one thing you can do. You can also contact your leg‐
islators in regards to conserva on issues in the state.
C: Thanks a lot, Sam.
S: Just one more thing. Because you men oned summer and winter, I'd like to point out that the most important season in
Cape May concerning birds and wildlife is fall. In the autumn, Cape May hosts over 400 species of birds and large numbers of
migratory species come through Cape May because of the peninsular shape. They sort of get bo led up on their flight because
of the Delaware Bay. They have to cross the bay when heading south, which leads to huge migra on of song, water, and wad‐
ing birds. There is also an incredible migra on of hawks. People come from all over the world every year to see this spectacle
of migra ng birds in Cape May. That is also something we do in terms of fall programing with schools. We take the local school
kids out to our major migra on sites like Cape May Point State Park to see the hawks fly over. They really take pride in their
own backyards, it makes them understand what makes it so special.
C: Great talking with you, Sam.
S: My pleasure, thank you.
Cape May is a diverse landscape full of interes ng—and essen al—human to environment interac ons. The liveli‐
hoods of many people there, including my brother, are reliant on these historical rela onships, whether it be the massive com‐
mercial fishing industry based there, the thousands of naturalists, birders, and conserva onists who strive to protect it, or
even the famous Lobster House restaurant. All are inextricably connected to the environment—and it to them.
For more informa on about the programs and ac vi es
oﬀered by the Nature Center of Cape May, please visit
h p://www.njaudubon.org/Sec onCenters/Sec onNCCM/
Introduc on.aspx.
If you wish to know more about Harborfest, 2014, an overview
can be found here: h p://capemayharborfes val.com/
h p://www.njaudubon.org/Sec onAboutNJAS/WhoWeAre.aspx
h p://www.capemaycountychamber.com/municipality/facts‐figures.htm
h p://www.njaudubon.org/Sec onCenters/Sec onNCCM/Introduc on.aspx
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It’s a Bird… It’s a Plane… It’s a Salmon…?!?
By Collin Dobson

The desire to control the flow of rivers and other natural waterways dates back to ancient times,
with the earliest known dam being dated to 3000 BC. Dams serve a variety of purposes to man including
water retention, water flow prevention, and electricity generation. Though it is true that dams provide
many benefits, they do not come without any cost to the landscape and the ecology of waterways. One
of the most significant impacts of dammed rivers is that they destroy the migration routes of many fish, including salmon.
Salmon are anadromous fish, meaning that they migrate upriver from the sea in order to spawn.
These fish can be very particular about the portion of the river in which they choose to spawn (Myers,
1949). This important stage of the salmon reproductive cycle can be delayed or prevented by dams in
rivers because they may not be able to reach their intended destinations.
There have been many methods developed to help the salmon return to their spawning grounds,
including fish ladders and elevators which can help guide the salmon over/through the dam. We have
even gone as far as transporting them upstream via trucks, helicopters and airplanes. However, much of
this effort has been in vain because there has not been a single method that has proven to be both cost
effective and efficient. Until now, that is.
Researchers at Whooshh Innovations (Bellevue, Washington) have
developed what has been dubbed the ‘Salmon Cannon’. The technology
used in this “cannon” was originally designed to help farmers move fragile
fruit from point A to B, but has since been adapted to help salmon move upstream. This device uses a pressure differential to suck up fish at one end,
send them through a tube system (at speeds up to 22 mph), and launch
them out the other side. The device can be oriented so that it spans from
one side of a dam to the other. Fish entering the cannon will be able to
reach parts of rivers and streams that may have otherwise been unreachable as a result of human modification. As it currently exists, about 40 fish per
minute can be pumped through the cannon.
The application of this technology is currently in its testing stage, but it has already shown quite a
lot of promise. Trial runs were first completed with potatoes and then eventually live, fully-grown salmon.
Tests were done in a controlled setting where the fish were removed from the river and fed into the cannon by hand, but a subsequent test where a cannon was temporarily installed at the Roza Dam in Washington State showed that Chinook salmon entered the cannon voluntarily. In either case, the fish were
safely transported through the cannon and over the dam. Though the salmon were taken out of water for
the duration of the trip in the cannon, they did not experience any observable negative impacts. Additional benefits of the Salmon Cannon include that it is easy to install (with flexible configurations), made
from FDA-certified materials, and hygienic.
Although the trials have been successful to date, there are still a few aspects of the Salmon Cannon that need to be ironed out before its potential can be maximized. For example, the maintenance
costs associated with long-term use are not yet realized. The cannon may become clogged by debris or
vegetation over time which could make it impossible for fish to enter or pass through successfully.
If the Salmon Cannon proves to be as efficient and cost effective as the trials suggest it can be,
then it will be a major win for conservation ecologists. It could be implemented in dammed rivers across
the globe to help migrating fish reach their spawning grounds which could ultimately increase the reproductive output of these fish. So the next time you visit a dammed river in Washington, look to the sky and
you just might see a salmon flying to its spawning grounds.
Sources:
Myers, George S. (1949). “Usage of Anadromous, Catadromous and allied terms for migratory fishes”. Copeia 1949: 89-97.
http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2014/08/29/344360634/the-salmon-cannon-easier-than-shooting-fish-out-of-a-barrel
http://time.com/3271038/the-salmon-cannon-helps-these-flying-fish-cross-dams/
http://www.theverge.com/2014/8/11/5983681/whooshh-innovations-wants-to-whooshh-your-fish-to-safety
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“Almond Milk,
the Other White Milk”
By: Sagarika Rana

Growing up, my mom used to make homemade almond milk and I always hated it. As a child, I never understood how it
was good for me. I just listened to my mom and chugged it down with some chocolate flavoring. Imagine my surprise in the recent years when it started to become popular! It tastes much sweeter in the carton compared, however, to the container that my
mom would purchase. That’s due to different chemicals and flavorings added to it. The only thing richer than the taste is its history.
Early recipes of almond milk can be found in old religious texts
dating from 14th century. People called the almond a fruit of the plant; so it
was edible during fasting and lent. Since almond milk is very nutritional,
has a long shelf life, and was readily accessible, it is no wonder why people used it so much. It was consumed over a region as far as East Asia to
the Iberian Peninsula. So, how did this versatile miracle of a nut get to the
US?
Almonds are grown in California in the U.S. and in different regions like Spain, Italy, Australia, Greece and Morocco. Because of their
unique need of climate, which is chilling and then heat for the seed to
properly fertilize and then grow, there are few places that can support
their growth like the few stated before. The first U.S. almond appeared at
the California Fair in 1854. For the next 50 years, growers experimented
with locations and varieties.
A surge in production happened in the US during the 2000s due to the product’s sudden popularity. In 2011 alone, almond milk sales increased by 79%. In 2013, it surpassed soy milk as the most popular plant-based milk in the U.S. Popular
brands of almond milk include: Blue Diamond’s Almond Breeze and White Wave Foods’ Silk Pure Almond. Profits from almonds
in July reached 700 million per year. This would normally be viewed as a positive thing, but the almond is leeching off of quite a
bit of water from California.
"Almonds, like walnuts and pistachios, are a very dry, concentrated product," said Dr. Timothy M. Spann, a tree nut
expert at California State University's Fresno campus. "Typically it takes about 500 gallons of water to produce one pound of
almonds." Almonds are water intensive crops and require a lot of care, but yield a high cash payout so a lot of farmers are making sure to plant their money trees. With that thought, the state’s $45 billion agriculture industry uses up 65% of water consumption. But with the current drought, farmers are scrambling to make sure they can maintain their almond trees along with their
other crops. A staggering 10% of California’s water supply is being used for almonds allegedly.
A few articles started to criticize almonds and how the state would be better off without them. Although the maintenance
of this crop is high, I think that cutting out almonds is not the answer.
But fear not, fellow almond lovers, because they are great for our health. They are the most nutritionally dense nuts.
The milk offers lactose intolerant people the option to have milk and cereal in the morning. It gives people ahead of the curve the
right to shout the awesomeness that is almond milk. The drought in California will clear up with time with the help of strategic
planning to secure the stability of the state’s water. The negligence of water usage cannot go on forever and the almond supply
will hopefully continue to spew out.
Sources:
http://www.kcet.org/living/food/the-nosh/demand-for-almond-milk-is-soaring-but-is-it-bad-for-the-planet.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/09/10/almond-milk-at-dunkin-donuts_n_5773664.html
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2014/sep/14/alarm-almond-farmers-drain-california-dry
http://www.slate.com/articles/life/food/2014/07/
mond_milk_bad_for_environment_tom_philpott_and_mother_jones_are_wrong.html
http://www.farmology.com/almonds.html
http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21618891-californians-find-novel-ways-cope-drought-painting-lawn-green
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Deadly Beauty: The Impact of Lionfish
on their Invasive Habitat
By: Jamie Lavergne
First detected along the Florida coast in the 1990s, the beautifully colored red lionfish (Pterois
volitans) have the potential to be ecologically devastating throughout their invasive Atlantic range. Originally
from the Indian and Pacific tropics, lionfish presumably were introduced after Hurricane Andrew swept
through Florida in 1992 and destroyed an aquarium. Since the initial six fish escaped, their numbers have only grown. Even though lionfish are
considered tropical fish, the invasive lionfish territory stretches from the southern Caribbean to as far north as Rhode Island. Not only is the
expansion of their territory concerning enough, but, when coupled with their voracious appetites, the potential for harm becomes staggering.
Lionfish are not very large as with the adults growing up to a foot and a half in length. How could something so small pose any real
danger? Though the sting is extremely painful, it is actually not their venomous spines that pose the greatest threat—it is their stomach. As
their numbers hastily grow, the lionfish invasion is gobbling up the native fish of Atlantic and Caribbean reefs, and leaving only more hungry
mouths in their wake.
Lionfish are known to eat a vast variety of reef fish and seem to favor crustaceans and teleports, which are an infraclass of fish including gobies and blennies. Teleosts and crustaceans serve as vital roles in reef health through their own diets largely composing of decaying matter and detritus, which could otherwise harm the coral in their habitat. Teleosts and crustaceans are involved in a phenomenon referred
to as “cleaning stations” wherein several small reef fish will place themselves visibly in the water column and larger fish, often predators of the
very fish who assemble in the cleaning station, will swim into their midst. The assemblage of small fish will then hold very still while they eat
dead skin, bits of rotten food, and even scale-fungus from the bodies and mouths of the larger fish. Thus, the reef is like a city, and the teleosts and crustaceans are the waste management system that works to keep the ocean clean. As their numbers decline through heavy Lionfish
predation, we can only anticipate a consequential decline in numbers of healthy larger reef fish.
Moreover, the declining numbers of smaller reef fish affect the big fish in other ways. The snapper and grouper, which are favored in
restaurants and supermarkets, have to compete with their existing competitors and the lionfish for food, territory, and safe places to reproduce.
Fish stocks are not only decreasing due to increasing competition, but also due to lionfish preying on the young. If small reef fish numbers
drop low enough, we may see an increase in lionfish predation upon commercial fish species. With overfishing already a serious threat, native
commercial fish numbers will only continue to drop as lionfish preys upon their young.
Those who seek to limit lionfish populations had to encompass creativity in their efforts... While multinational culls of lionfish have
been targeted for years, the real difficulty lies in eliminating those lionfish, which inhabit waters too deep to dive. Present culls must be carried
out by spear fishing SCUBA divers, which severely limits the depths at which lionfish can be sought. One of the more creative solutions now
pursued is the effort to “train” native predators to hunt lionfish. One method involves catching juvenile lionfish and then tethering them in an
exposed position, often near lionfish nesting areas. This is done so that opportunistic predators will be exposed to a source of food from that
specific area. . While predatory fish has shown promising results in their consumption of tethered lionfish, only time will tell if these efforts will
be successful.
Despite significant efforts, the lionfish numbers continue to grow, and limiting their expansion is proving to be a Sisyphean task. The
worst-case scenarios predict continuing consumption of small reef fish and juvenile larger fish until the prey-animal population is so depleted
that either a) they effectively begin to starve themselves out, b) they force other predatory fish to hunt lionfish by starving them out, or c) a
combination of the two. Such an extreme shift in dynamics would result in a massive loss of various reef species. It could potentially threaten
the entire ecosystem.
What can we do about this? Volunteering for culls is always helpful, but it requires specialized training. Raising awareness is another
option, but can only do so much... Perhaps the best way to help at home is analogous to the way we are currently and unintentionally depleting the numbers of commercial fish stocks: consumer demand.
Lionfish may be venomous, but they are not poisonous. They are safe to eat - delicious, in fact- and pose no threat to the consumer
once the spines are removed. If more people were to seek out lionfish for consumption, businesses will aim to sufficiently meet the demands
of the consumer, As more people request lionfish meat, more will need to be hunted and the population will seemingly drop with the combined
efforts of culls, commercial fishing and increased predation. . This all collectively will lead to the eventual decrease in the invasive lionfish in
the Atlantic.
Sources:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022098114000513
http://www.bmp.org/pdfs/2013%20De%20Leon%20et%20al%20Lionfish%20removal%20efforts%20in%
20Southern%20Caribbean%
202013.pdf
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10641-009-9538-8
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10641-011-9795-1
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0032596#pone-0032596-g002
http://www.habitat.noaa.gov/pdf/best_management_practices/fact_sheets/Lionfish%20Factsheet.pdf
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Sneaky Parasites Create Zombies
By Ryan Koch
Life on Earth is ubiquitous. The diversity of all organisms re‐
mains an astonishment that scien sts have yet to grasp. It is
es mated that there are somewhere between five to fi y mil‐
lion diﬀerent species in the world, and yet we have only de‐
scribed two million. Each species is completely original and is
comprised of its own set of characteris cs. However, the in‐
terac ons between all of these organisms are the interes ng
parts of ecology. Predator‐prey rela onships can result when
one individual has not eaten in days; interspecific compe on
o en occurs when resources are scarce; intraspecific compe ‐
on is common when males fight over the most ‘fit’ mate.
There are also those interac ons that happen everywhere
without being no ced. An interes ng tac c parasites conduct
is the ability to be unno ceable while draining the life out of
its host. Not only do they u lize their host for nutri on, but
many parasites take complete control over their host, turning
them into zombies.
It is helpful to understand what makes a parasite, a parasite.
According to Rutgers parasitologist Michael Sukhdeo, there
are seven key traits that define a true parasite.
A parasite must be:
 Smaller than its host
 Increasing its own fitness while decreasing the host’s fit‐
ness
 Inside its host most of its life
 Obligate
 Phylogene cally lower than its host
 Eukaryo c

One parasi c fly called Apocephalus
borealis lays its eggs in its host, the
honeybee. The infected bee suddenly
stops working for its colony and flies
away. Then, the parasite takes control
of the bee by making it fly towards
lights, similar to how other insects, like
moths, behave. As a grand finale, the
fly larva bursts out of the bee’s neck,
and the cycle repeats. This parasite
could be a poten al suspect of Colony Collapse Disorder—
Zombie bees.
The carpenter ant becomes infected with a fungus Ophio‐
cordyceps unilateralis that grows inside the host ant. The para‐
site’s behavioral manipula on allows the fungus to control the
ant to climb plants in order to bite into the bo om of a leaf.
This extended phenotype allows me for the fungus to kill the
ant while it is in the right posi on (Anderson et al. 2009). A er
approximately 6 days, a stalk and spore of the fungus emerge
from the ant’s head (Pontoppidan et al. 2009). The spore
breaks oﬀ, dropping to the ground and grows into a new sec‐
ondary spore. Other carpenter ants can now pass over the
secondary spore, becoming infected—Zombie ants.
The common pill bug, a.k.a. roly‐polies or potato bugs, is the
intermediate host for the acanthocephalan Plagiorhyn‐
chuscylindraceus. The pill bug feeds on the feces of European
starlings and becomes infected. The acanthocephalan zom‐
bifies the pill bug by forcing it to crawl around in the open,
allowing starlings to eat the more conspicuous roly‐polies—
Zombie pill bugs.

 Must have a dis nct transmission stage
These traits define a parasite, but do not men on how para‐
sites can make a monster of their host. The lifecycles of para‐
sites can be very complex, thus they have developed sneaky
ways in passing their genes.
Sources:
h p://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/ar cles/PMC3204140/
h p://mentalfloss.com/ar cle/56018/8‐parasites‐create‐zombie‐animals
h p://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/ecologists‐study‐the‐
interac ons‐of‐organisms‐and‐13235586
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Mysteries of the Universe
By Holly Berman

Recently, NASA astronomers
have made a discovery with the Hubble
Telescope that they describe as “an unlikely object in an improbable place”: a
massive black hole in one of the smallest
galaxies known to man. To put in in perspective, the black hole is five times the
mass of the one at the center of the Milky
Way, our own galaxy. The galaxy that it
resides in, known as the M60-UCD1
dwarf galaxy, is only 1/500th of our galaxy’s diameter. Because this dwarf galaxy is so small, it is much denser than our
own, allowing one who lived inside this
galaxy to be able to see at least one million stars with the naked eye. In the
Milky Way, we can only see about four
thousand.

find them by looking for areas of large,
dark mass in space.
The finding of such a large
black hole inside a small dwarf galaxy
implies that there may be many other
similar galaxies in the universe. Astronomers also believe that these dwarf galaxies might be remnants of other, larger
galaxies. One theory is that dwarf galaxies are formed when two galaxies collide.
Anil Seth, an astronomer at the University of Utah, believes that this is the only
way such a large black hole could reside
in such a small galaxy.

theories have been even close to proven,
but black holes, like many other astronomical phenomena, remain a true mystery to the human race.

The piece of technology responsible for this huge discovery, the Hubble
Telescope, was launched in 1990. Since
then, it has been responsible for many of
Astronomers explain black holes
our largest space discoveries. The Hubble
as the extremely dense remnants of fororbits the Earth, and its position above
mer stars, which have extraordinarily
the atmosphere allows it to have a much
powerful gravitational pulls. When a star
better view of the universe than any
reaches the end of its life, they often exground-based telescope. The Hubble has
plode into supernovae, spreading the gas
allowed astronomers to make some
of the star out into space, but leaving
amazing discoveries, such as the age of
behind a black hole in its place. Black
our universe, at about 13 to 14 billion
holes are “infinitely dense”, and even
years old. This is more accurate than our
light cannot escape their gravitational
old prediction of 10 to 20 billion years
power. When matter passes to close to a
old. The Hubble has shown astronomers
black hole, it can be pulled in and enter
examples of galaxies of many different
what is known as the “event horizon”.
ages and life cycles and has aided in the
National Geographic describes the event
discovery of dark energy.
horizon as “the point from which any
Many science fiction movies
escape is impossible because it requires
and
novels
have explored the idea of
moving faster than the speed of light”.
“wormholes”, or black holes that allow
Scientists have not been able to directly
observe a black hole, but astronomers can for space and time travel. None of these
Sources:





http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/september/hubble-helps-find-smallest-known-galaxy-containing-asupermassive-black-hole/#.VBx_8C5dWcr
http://science.nationalgeographic.com/science/space/universe/black-holes-article/
http://hubblesite.org/the_telescope/hubble_essentials/
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BP Oil Spill: 4 Years Later
By Selen Altiok

As we tune into our radios and televisions and turn on
our computers, we have the ability to access any type of news
from an endless amount of media sources. Every single day, we
attempt to keep up with current news around the world, yet our
minds tend to diverge away from past events that indirectly
impact us. Last April marked four years since the devastating
BP spill that spewed 200 million gallons of oil into the Gulf of
Mexico. The media focuses less on the aftermath of this occur- because as seen from the BP blowout, once oil is in the ocean,
rence, but the coast and its species are still recovering from the it is nearly impossible to fully recover. Through this unfortuharsh oil impacts. The preventable mistakes that occurred in
nate event, there is an existing model for future projects to follow closely on the mistakes that were made.
Currently, there are 12 species that are either listed as
endangered or as threatened, thus recovering from the spill is
far from over. So, what is still happening in the gulf coast? The
National Wildlife Federation states that there is still a large
amount of oil unaccounted for, which is severely impacting the
ocean life and water quality. Apparently, the true impacts of
the spill will only reveal itself in years to come. There needs to
be more research produced in order to see the long term impacts of oil exposure on these species. For instance, lab studies
conducted research on coral colonies and the long term effects
of oil show lower survival rates for the ones exposed. Coral
colonies seven miles out from the spill site are severely damaged. Till this day, 900 Bottlenose Dolphins were found dead
or stranded in the spill areas, and 500 sea turtles were found
the areas of management, planning, environment assessments
dead. The 5 species of sea turtles that inhabited the coast are all
and risk analyses should remain as exemplary situations that
listed as endangered or threatened. 826 brown pelicans had
should never happen again.
exposure to the oil, and 577 have died. The detrimental impacts
According to the National Geographic, BP has paid
of oil exposure are spiraling through the food chains as top
$28 billion over the past four years on cleanup efforts. This
predators such as the sperm whales exhibited health impacts. If
past month, the U.S. District Court of Eastern Louisiana issued the drilling project had not been precipitously carried out and
a ruling that stated BP portrayed “gross negligence” and
had encompassed careful planning, the disaster could have
“willful misconduct” prior to the spill. The ruling is under inbeen averted.
tensive debate since BP would have an additional $18 billion in
Sources:
fines; however, BP exhibited insufficient planning and management in order to save time and money. The need for the
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/17/us/bp-oil-cleanup-gulf-coast.html?
project to hastily begin resulted in numerous mistakes, particu- module=Search&mabReward=relbias%3Ar%2C%7B%221%22%3A%
22RI%3A5%22%7D&_r=0
larly in the environmental impact statement and risk analyses
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/09/140905-bp-gulf-oil-spillfor the technology and maintenance. There are and will be fuscience-energy-environment/
ture plans of drilling, particularly in the Atlantic Ocean which http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/04/140408-gulf-oil-spillanimals-anniversary-science-deepwater-horizon-science/
is known to be much riskier due to its overall deepness and
significantly larger waves. Another blowout must be prevented http://www.documentcloud.org/documents/1104900-deepwater-horizonreport.html#document/p1
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Undersea Power Cables Connect Homes with Offshore Wind Energy
By Francesca Battaglia

Tremendous global concern for the environment keeps us
striving to break free from our excessive fossil fuel consump‐
on and move towards acquiring clean sources of energy. One
source of energy that has grown in popularity is wind power.
Wind power is harnessed through wind turbines, which con‐
vert mechanical energy into electrical energy. The appeal wind
energy and other green, alterna ve energy sources are mul ‐
faceted, which explains the increase in wind energy opera on
worldwide has increased over sixteen mes between 2000
and 2012. The United States currently receives about 4% of its
electricity from wind and there are further plans to rely on
that source in the future.
Wind power industries are currently working on projects car‐
rying wind produced energy by wind turbines across long dis‐
tances. In the German North Sea, 80 new oﬀshore wind tur‐
bines built for DanTysk wind facility will eventually generate
enough power to provide electricity for 400,000 homes. In
order to transport the electricity and make it available to the
transna onal power grid, developers are using submarine
power cables buried under the ocean floor. These cables are
buried about two meters into the seabed and cover hundreds
of miles. They have been around since the early 1800s, mainly
used to transmit electricity from coal plants or for telecommu‐
nica on purposes. However, there has been a recent surge in
the declining industry in the past decade as energy prices con‐
nue to rise. Asian and European countries, and Canada, are
all leading the ini a ve in developing oﬀshore wind farms
connected via high voltage DC power cables. The wind farm in
the German North Sea will be using a $340 million submarine
power cable that will stretch nearly 99 miles. The Italian‐based
company building the line, Prysmian Group, will also be work‐
ing on a project in the Irish Sea linking English and Sco sh
power grids with a 239‐mile cable.

has been
done to
confident‐
ly predict
what the
outcomes
will be.
The instal‐
la on of the cables requires specially designed vessels and
robo c vehicles, thus important benthic habitats will undoubt‐
edly be uprooted by the excava on. According to the 2009
report by the Conven on for the Protec on of the Marine
Environment of the North‐East Atlan c, describes this disturb‐
ance as “local and temporary”, thus not of high concern. How‐
ever, the report states that there is a chance for submarine
cables to provide ar ficial substrate habitats that may a ract
untypical plant and animal species to the area. In addi on,
there is growing concern that opera onal cables may disturb
species that are temperature‐adapted or electromagne cally
sensi ve. A report by Va enfall Power Consultant on the im‐
pact of electric and magne c fields from sub‐sea cables on
marine organisms admits that the eﬀects of electromagne c
fields on migra ng species such as fish, sharks or marine mam‐
mals are poorly understood. Temperature is also a cri cal fac‐
tor in many biochemical, physiological and abio c chemical
processes in the marine environment. However, not enough
research exists to predict what kind of impacts result from
introducing opera onal power lines in the marine habitats.
Since there is no suﬃcient research to suggest that submarine
power cables pose a threat from the electromagne c field or
temperature changes, it seems the primary obstacles stems
from poli cs. Wind energy companies will con nue naviga ng
through the complex na onal regula ons imposed on territo‐
rial waters.

Wind energy is appealing because it eﬃciently uses a renewa‐
ble resource to create energy with almost no pollu on and
low opera onal costs. Currently the world’s longest subma‐
rine power cable known as NorNed connects Dutch consumers
to hydropower generated in Norway, which reduces carbon
dioxide emissions by over 1 million tons per year.Julian Pease,
a U.S.‐based Prysmian business manager for submarine ca‐
bles, states that the connec ons are be er forged underwater
rather than via overhead lines because they would have tar‐
nished the “picturesque countryside”. In fact, Google was
ready to invest $5 billion towards crea ng wind energy pro‐
duc on for the mid‐Atlan c region of the United States.

Sources:
1. Na onal Geographic Ar cle by Patrick J. Kiger h p://
news.na onalgeographic.com/news/energy/2014/08/140819‐
submarine‐power‐cables‐oﬀshore‐wind/
2. American Wind Energy Associa on website: h p://
www.awea.org/Resources/contentlist.aspx?metadataid=49
3. Final Report on the Impact of Electric and Magne c Fields from
Sub‐sea Cables on Marine Organisms from Va enfall Power Con‐
sultant h p://www.seai.ie/Renewables/Ocean_Energy/
Foreshore_Lease_Consulta on/Appendix_4_‐
_Impact_of_electric_and_magne c_fields.pdf
Many environmentalists, however, are quick to cas gate the
4. 2009 report by the Conven on for the Protec on of the Marine
Environment of the North‐East Atlan c h p://qsr2010.ospar.org/
submarine cables because of their poten al impact on the
marine environment and ecosystems. The impacts can be both media/assessments/p00437_Cables.pdf

acute and chronic in nature, although not enough research
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miles of the river's course and 2,300 acres of floodplain, including freshwater marshes”. Decades of water scarcity resulted in a
By Melissa Mertz 90% loss of the once luscious plant life that once existed in this
area. The cottonwood and willow trees have been particularly
affected by the water shortage since their seeds are spread via
In the midst of a massive drought in the western part
flooding waters. Also, the ground has lacked moisture and in
of the United States, the U.S. and Mexico have come to a biproviding proper nutrients to the trees. These areas are habitats
national conclusion that may be the most important step made
for several species of birds, including the endangered Yuma
in half a century for the Colorado River. Within the past few
clapper rails, Virginia rails, and California black rails. The redecades, especially during the most recent period of the
lease of the water has been timed in order to coincide with the
drought, the lower parts of the Colorado River running all the
way from southern Colorado and right over the border of Mexi- peak season of seed dispersal for these trees.
co has almost dried completely. The two nations decided to
Another important aspect of this agreement is the fact
release a “pulse flow” in hopes to enrich the once vibrant ecothat it will lay the foundation for future water-sharing agreesystem in order to pave the path for the salvation of the river.
ments. Cooperation within two countries can allow for developThe river extends for more than 1,400 miles stretching ments in environmental protection. In addition to pulse flow,
the agreement allows Mexico to store water in U.S. reservoirs,
specifically from the Rocky Mountains to northern Mexico. It
has been dammed dozens of times and provides water for mil- and specifies that both countries will share the benefits of the
lions of people. It is an essential source for residential and com- water surpluses and the burdens of water shortages.” (National
Geographic) The agreement expires in 2017, wherein Mexico
mercial use, and irrigational purposes. The water basin has
dried up by more than 90% where the water reaches the border and the United States will evaluate the effect on the surroundof Mexico from the United States, and only 10% of the original ing ecosystems and design an appropriate course of action in
water flow remains. Furthermore, the water is directed towards the future.
Mexican farmlands.
Although this is just a small percentage of the total
This past March, the gates to the Morelos Dam on the water flow through the Colorado River, this is an unprecedentArizona-Mexico border were opened to allow a “pulse flow” of ed event in the turnaround of the water supply. It may never
130 million cubic meters of water. Although this only accounts return to original size or stature, but there is hope for the rejuvenation of dried rivers. Jacobsen, one of the explorers who
for less than 1% of the river flow, scientists say this is “very
significant” in terms of “recent flows”. Even though water flow traveled the newly restored river in a paddleboat, states, “Fifty
times as much water as was released for this project is used for
was slightly unpredictable due to natural events causing flow
irrigation to make alfalfa, basically, to feed cattle…so if we can
blockage or redirection, the Colorado River was able to touch
just take 1/50 of the water that we use to make hamburgers and
the Sea of Cortez for the first time since the 1960s.
milk from the Colorado River, we can have this kind of event
This is a momentous step for the debilitated habitat
every year.” (National Public Radio)
around the Colorado River delta. It will help “restore about 70

Sources:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/03/140322-colorado-river-deltapulse-flow-morelos-dam-minute-319-water/
http://www.npr.org/2014/07/12/330727725/well-ill-be-un-dammed-colorado-riverbriefly-reached-the-sea
http://www.sonoraninstitute.org/where-we-work/mexico-colorado-river-delta/
colorado-river-pulse-flow
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UPCOMING EVENT

Run for RAH!
By Alya Dukhan
This year marks the 6th anniversary of the
Rutgers Homecoming Run for RAH! Run for
RAH 2014 includes a USATF-sanctioned 5K
Race, a 1-Mile Fun Walk, games, exhibitor
area, music, and more! Every year, hundreds
of Rutgers alumni, students, staff, and
friends come out to walk or run for Rutgers
Against Hunger.
This year, the race will be held on
October 26, 2014 at 9 a.m. and funds will be
raised for M.C.F.O.O.D.S. (Middlesex County Food Organization and Outreach Distribution Services). Our goal is to reach and
donate $12,000 and any help would be
greatly appreciated.
M.C.F.O.O.D.S. was established in
1994 to ensure that nutritious food is always readily available to Middlesex County
residents. This organization distributes
nonperishable items to over 80 local food
pantries and soup kitchens throughout the
county as well as an additional 25 agencies
including residential facilities, shelters, social service agencies, programs for women
and children, senior citizen housing facilities and other outreach services, helping
thousands of people throughout Middlesex
County.

Bring your friends and family and join in
the excitement! Prizes are awarded to
fastest runners, biggest teams, best
fundraisers, and more! Register today at ralumni.com/run4rah204, and if
you have any further questions please
feel
free
to
email
RunforRAH@winants.rutgers.edu.
The more people you bring out
to run, walk, volunteer, or contribute,
the more people we can help in our community! It’s a great way to spend the
day, enjoy some games, refreshments,
exercise and help a good cause. See you
there!
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Dr. Clark’s Weird
News

Order in the Court
Signs went up in August in the York, Pennsylvania,
courtroom of District Judge Ronald Haskell Jr.
addressing two unconventional problems. First,
"Pajamas are not (underlining 'not') appropriate
attire for District Court." Second, "Money from
undergarments will not be accepted in this office." Another judge, Scott Laird, told the York
Daily Record that he'd probably take the skivvystored money anyway. "The bottom line is, if
someone's there to pay a fine, I don't see how
you can turn that away." [York Daily Record, 8-132014]
First-World Dilemmas
Ten parking spaces (of 150 to 200 square feet
each) one flight below the street at the apartment building at 42 Crosby St. in New York City
have been offered for sale by the developer for
$1 million each -- nearly five times the median
U.S. price for an entire home.
Compelling Explanations
Habitual petty offender Todd Bontrager, 47,
charged with trespassing for probing various
locked doors at a church in Broward County, Florida, in August, admitted skirting the law a few
times, but said it was only "to study."
"Incarceration improves your concentration abilities," he told skeptical Judge John "Jay" Hurley,
who promptly ordered him jailed to, he said, help
him "further concentrate." [South Florida SunSentinel, 8-8-2014]
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We want to thank you for reading
our first issue of the 2014-15 academic year.
Hope you enjoyed our articles.
If you have any questions,
comments, or suggestions at our
email below.
EPIBtrail@gmail.com
To check out some our past
volumes of the Trail, please, see our
website at:
http://humanecology.rutgers.edu/
newsletter.asp

